Age-related changes in correlation between behavioral and biochemical parameters in Lewis rats.
This study evaluated aging by using a correlational analysis of behavior and biochemistry in young (4 months old) and old (24 months old) Lewis rats. The rats were subjected to different learning tasks (spatial discrimination learning in the Morris task and cone-field task, temporal discrimination learning, one-trial inhibitory avoidance task) and noncognitive tests (emotional reactivity, motor coordination, and food motivation) and the relation between the various parameters was assessed. In the learning tasks, except for the inhibitory avoidance task, the first part of the learning curve was taken as an index of learning. Blood glucose (baseline and blood glucose regulation) and hippocampal choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) activity were also measured. There was no correlation between the different parameters of learning in young and old rats. This indicates that there are individual differences in performance in different learning and memory tasks. Measures of noncognitive behavior (food motivation, emotional reactivity, and motor performance) did not predict performance in the learning tasks. Hippocampal ChAT activity did not correlate with learning performance in old rats, whereas blood glucose level was found to correlate with spatial learning in old rats. These results suggest that an impaired regulation of blood glucose may be related to cognitive performance in aging.